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Abstract 

Turbulent swirl flames using fuels sprays are found in many combustion systems. 

The use of a pulsed spray injection allows the realization of different flames types 

using the same burner, as sprays with different characteristics can be produced. Two 

different flame types have been studied experimentally and numerically: a burner-

attached and a lifted flame. 

Large-eddy simulations using Lagrangian particles to represent the spray and a 

combined presumed PDF and tabulated chemistry approach to model the turbulent 

combustion were able to represent the different flame types satisfactorily.   

The numerical results have been used to investigate the phenomena leading to the 

different flame geometries, showing that the burner-attached flame is caused by a 

destructive interaction between the spray droplets and the central recirculation zone 

(CRZ). In the case of a lifted flame, the CRZ remains preserved.   

 

Introduction 

Turbulent swirl flames using liquid fuels in the form of spray are found in many 

combustion systems, such as gas turbine combustors and industrial furnaces. Due to 

the dynamics of fuel droplets, spray flames exhibit a broad distribution of air-fuel 

mixtures. Premixing occurs between the swirl flow and surrounding air, while fuel 

vapor is supplied by the evaporating droplets, continuously changing the local 

stoichiometry.  

The use of a pulsed spray injection allows the active control of the interaction 

between the droplets and the swirling flow, making possible the realization of flames 

with different characteristics using the same burner [1]. With the operating 

conditions used in the current study, two different flame types are generated: a 

burner-attached and a lifted flame. 

The objective of the present work is to verify if the proposed numerical models are 

able to represent the different flame types observed experimentally. A second 

objective is the use of numerical results to investigate the phenomena leading to the 
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different flame geometries. 

 

Experimental setup 

The test bench consists of an open burner comprising a swirl-type flame stabilizer 

and an automotive fuel injector, as shown in Figure 1. The swirler has ten vanes, 

with variable angle α between 17.7° and 43° relative to the axial direction, an axial 

length of 15.5 mm, an inner diameter of 17.5 mm and an outer diameter (D) of 40.0 

mm. The geometric swirl number S is 0.62, calculated as the area averaged tangent 

of α. This swirl number promotes the appearance of central recirculation zone (CRZ) 

and precessing vortex core (PVC) structures [2]. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic cross-section of the burner comprising a swirl-type flame 

stabilizer and an automotive fuel injector.  

A solenoid fuel injector (pn: 0280150747 from BOSCH GmbH) is used to produce 

the pulsed fuel spray, in which a Pulse Width Modulated signal (PWM) is applied to 

specify both the injection frequency (fi) and the duty cycle (dc) of the valve. The 

duty cycle defines the duration of fuel injection per cycle (ti), as described in more 

detail in [1]. Two conditions have been selected to be compared with simulations, 

with injection frequencies of 100 Hz (ESF100) and 400 Hz (ESF400). The duty 

cycles have been adjusted to allow the same fuel mass flow for both injection 

frequencies (see Table 1). The droplet diameter distribution has been measured using 

the Phase Doppler Interferometry (PDI) technique and reported in ref. [1]. 

 

Table 1. Boundary conditions of the simulations. 

 ESF100 ESF400 

Air flow 6.6 ± 0.7 g/s 

Air temperature 27 ± 3° C 

Ethanol flow 438 ± 6 mg/s 

Ethanol temperature 35 ± 3°C 

Injection frequency  100 Hz 400 Hz 

Injection time per cycle 2.90 ms 1.47 ms 

Spray angle 0° 31° - 61° 

Fuel

 injec

Swirler 

Support

  cylinder 
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Liquid anhydrous ethanol (99.6% by volume) is used as fuel. The boundary 

conditions used in the current experiments are listed in Table 1. The thermal power 

of the flame is 60.2 kW, and the Reynolds number, calculated with the bulk velocity 

and the hydraulic diameter of the swirler vanes, is Re = 3878. At this Reynolds 

number, the flow produced by the swirler is turbulent, mainly induced by the strong 

shear layer created by the swirling flow. 

The time-resolved Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique was applied to 

measure the air flow in isothermal conditions [1]. The visible-range 

chemiluminescence was used as the indicator of the flame geometry. It has been 

recorded using a simple digital imaging system. 

 

Numerical setup 

Simulations using the LES (Large Eddy Simulation) methodology have been 

performed with the software OpenFOAM version 2.3.1 [3]. The computational 

domain has a diameter of 16 D and extends 6 D upstream and 15 D downstream of 

the swirler, and was discretized using the finite volume method, with 1.8 million 

hexahedral elements. Figure 2 shows the computational domain with the orientation 

axis and a detail of the computational grid of the swirler. 

a) b)  

Figure 2. Computational domain with orientation axis (a) and detail of the 

computational grid of the swirler (b). 

The dynamic version of the Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model (SSG) was employed 

in the simulations [4], [5]. The modeling of the ethanol spray was based on the 

technique of Lagrangian particle tracking, The initial droplet diameter distribution 

was modeled using an ensemble of Gaussian distribution functions, reproducing the 

distribution determined experimentally [1]. The different spray angles observed for 

different injection frequencies are implemented in the simulations (see Table 1). 

The turbulent combustion is modeled using a combined presumed PDF and tabulated 

chemistry approach, and is an extension of the model used by Prathap et al. [6] and 

Eiberger et al. [7]. In the Joint Probability Density Function (JPDF) model, four 

independent variables are used to define the thermodynamical state of the system: 

the mean values and variances of the mixture fraction 𝑓 and reaction progress 

variable 𝑐. Employing a beta-PDF distribution, the marginal PDFs of 𝑓 and 𝑐 are 
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calculated, and the joint probability is defined, assuming a statistical independence 

between them. As the flame in this study burns lifted and is not confined by side 

walls, the heat losses are mainly due to the heat of evaporation of the ethanol spray, 

which is small and therefore neglected in the current simulations. 

A detailed ethanol combustion mechanism [8] (37 species and 167 reactions) is used 

to solve premixed laminar flames covering the entire spectrum of mixture fractions. 

To allow the visualization of the chemiluminescence, a reaction mechanism for the 

OH* species has been added [9] (1 species and 11 reactions), which is one of the 

responsible species for the visible-range chemiluminescence. 

 

Results 

For the simulation of the isothermal flow, the mean values were collected in 3 s of 

physical time. Figure 3a shows results of the mean axial velocity at selected axial 

positions. The main features of the mean flow are reproduced satisfactorily, with the 

position and size of the central recirculation zone (CRZ) reproduced well. The 

intensity of the CRZ, however, is underpredicted. Simulations with more refined 

grids are being prepared to resolve the CRZ correctly. 

a)    b)  

Figure 3. Line plots of the mean axial velocity of the isothermal flow at selected 

axial positions. Experiment, solid line; LES, dashed line (a) and visible-range 

chemiluminescence of cases ESF100 and ESF400 (b). 

Figure 3b shows photographs of the visible-range chemiluminescence of the studied 

flames. The light intensity threshold was kept constant, allowing a direct comparison 

between the images. Different flame geometries are observed, depending on the 

injection frequency: the flame ESF100 has a more elongated and narrow shape, 

burning attached to the swirler; while the flame ESF400 is shorter and wider. In the 

flame ESF400 is also possible to identify a region close to the burner that does not 

present spontaneous chemiluminescence, suggesting the formation of a lifted flame. 
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Figure 4 shows the volume rendering of the mean OH* mass fraction for the LES of 

flames ESF100 and ESF400. The comparison of the predicted flame geometries with 

the experimental data from Figure 3b is very good, showing that the proposed 

numerical model is able to capture the mechanism leading to the different flame 

geometries. The flame ESF400 burns lifted in the LES, as the experiments have 

suggested. 

 
Figure 4. Volume rendering of the mean OH* mass fraction for the simulations 

ESF100 and ESF400. 

 
Figure 5. Line plots of the mean axial velocity at the centerline for the simulations 

ESF100 and ESF400. 

The very different flame geometries can be explained by the interaction of the spray 

droplets with the CRZ. The spray angle of ESF100 is mainly axial, which promotes 

a destructive interaction with the CRZ, as the droplets have positive axial velocity 

while the CRZ has negative axial velocities at the centerline. On the other hand, the 

broader spray angle of ESF400 disturbs only slightly the CRZ, allowing a typical 

swirl flame to stabilize. Figure 5 presents the mean axial velocity at the centerline 

for both simulations, showing that the CRZ of ESF100 is effectively destroyed by 

the spray droplets, exhibiting only positive axial velocities, while the CRZ of 

ESF400 remains preserved. 
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Conclusion 

Turbulent swirl flames with pulsed ethanol spray injection have been studied 

experimentally and numerically. The employed simulation methodology was able to 

represent the different flame types satisfactorily. More refine numerical grids are 

needed to resolve the CRZ correctly. 

The fuel injector produces different spray spatial distributions depending on the 

injection frequency, which has an important impact on the formation of the central 

recirculation zone (CRZ). In the case with a mainly axial spray (ESF100), the CRZ 

is destroyed by the interaction with the droplets and a burner-attached flame 

develops. On the other hand, the case with a broader spatial distribution of the spray 

(ESF400) shows an active CRZ and the stabilization of a typical swirl flame. 
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